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IMAGING TERMINAL GUIDANCE SEEKER

N. C. Mohanty
The Aerospace Corporation

P.O. Box 92957
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ABSTRACT

A certain guidance seeker is designed to aim at the location of the most vulnerable point of
a moving target. The seeker extracts an appropriate feature of the target and continuously
tracks it using a tracking algorithm. The performance of the tracker was evaluated in terms
of probability of acquisition and positional error. The algorithm was verified using a data
base obtained from the flight of an A-7E aircraft. The cockpit of the aircraft was
continuously identified by a rectangular gate as the seeker’s aimpoint.

INTRODUCTION

A certain terminal guidance seeker, aided by an imaging subsystem, acquires targets,
selects a target of interest, aims at its most vulnerable point and tracks the aimpoint
continuously until the deployment of munitions. The imaging subsystem in the seeker
collects the data from the scene through an infrared sensor, uses an appropriate algorithm
for target acquisition, classification, and tracking, and generates steering commands to
direct the seeker to the target. The seeker uses a scene matching algorithm(1-9) to track the
position of the target in the field of view (FOV). The scene matching algorithm consists of
correlating a reference target scene with the incoming scene to find the best matching
position. The reference target scene is obtained either from a previous scene or from a
priori knowledge of the target. The target extraction process from the FOV is shown in
Figure 1.

In many practical applications, the reference target data is not available or the correlation
with the reference data does not track well because of a noisy environment. Besides, the
target size grows from a few pixels to the whole FOV as the vehicle gets close to the target
and correlation with the fixed size target data becomes useless. The reference target data
are to be extracted in our case from the scene itself through a segmentation process as
shown in Figure 2. The segmentation process is usually a variation of the maximum
likelihood detection.(10,11)



The initial acquisition of the target can be obtained by using a double gate algorithm.(12)

This paper addresses the tracking of targets in real time after initial acquisition. Tracking
of the target is performed by using a centroid algorithm initially and later using a
correlation algorithm employing updated reference target data extracted from the scene
itself.

The image registration process is described briefly in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss
the centroid algorithm to locate the position of the target in the FOV and then employ the
correlation technique. The cockpit area was chosen as an aimpoint and was used as a
reference scene to be correlated with the incoming scene. The best matched area is used as
an updated reference for the cockpit area. The performance of the tracker as measured in
terms of location error and probability of detection is derived in Section 4. Section 5 deals
with the verification of the tracking algorithm. More than 100 frames of data from the
A-7E aircraft flight data were used as a data base. Comments are discussed in Section 6.

2.  IMAGE REGISTRATION

Image registration involves the initial acquisition of the target and location of the target in
the FOV. The acquisition of a bright target is done by simply thresholding. In general, the
acquisition of a target is done by segmentation.(13,14) After the target is detected, an
appropriate feature of the target is extracted from the current frame of the FOV and is
stored as a reference scene. When the next frame of the data is received, the FOV is
searched to locate the appropriate feature again. This is done by comparing the current
scene with the reference scene. In general, matching techniques for image registration
include (a) cross correlation, (b) amplitude ranking method, (c) line feature matching, (d)
minimum absolute difference method, and (e) moment methods.(15,16) In this paper we
apply a cross correlation method because of its simplicity in terms of real time
implementation in the guidance missile seeker. In a cross correlation method, the reference
scene and the current scene images are translated relative to one another until they overlay
as indicated by a maximum of the computed correlation coefficient.

3.  TRACKING ALGORITHM

Initially the seeker determines the presence and size of the entire target and applies a
centroid algorithm to locate its position in each incoming scene. The centroid of the target
is indicated by a crosshair in the FOV. As the target size increases, a rectangular area
containing a specific aimpoint of interest is stored as a reference frame.

Tracking the aimpoint only assures the tracking accuracy as well as vulnerability of the
target. In the current literature, usually the whole target scene is used for correlation; this
has two disadvantages. Firstly, the FOV is not large enough to contain the entire target



image until the terminal phase of weapon delivery. Secondly, the FOV may not contain the
most vulnerable part of the target.

In the feature correlation technique, on the other hand, as each scene is received, a
correlation algorithm is applied to search the area containing the aimpoint. For an aircraft
target, an appropriate aimpoint is chosen as the cockpit area. The features of the aimpoint
are determined and the search area is identified by means of correlation. The area
containing the aimpoint is marked by a rectangular gate; the size of the gate is determined
by a minimum convex hull of the aimpoint area. The identified area is stored as an updated
reference gate. The process of correlating and storing the current aimpoint area is
continued until the deployment of munitions, Another advantage of the feature correlation
is that only a small section of the target is stored as a reference gate. This results in a
significant reduction of the computational load in implementing the correlation algorithm.
The computational requirement for correlation is given in Table 1 as a function of gate
size.

Table 1.  Computational Requirement

Spatial
Size

Time Domain
(No. of Operation)

Frequency Doman
(No. of Operation)

4 x 4
8 x 8

16 x 16
32 x 32
64 x 64

128 x 128
256 x 256

400
5,184

73,984
1,115,136

17,305,600
272,646,144

4,328,587,264

392
2,320

12,320
61,504

295,040
1,376,512
6,291,968

The acquisition time depends upon the computing device used in the seeker based on the
above operation.



(a)  Centroid

Let x(i,j), 1 # i # P, 1 # j # Q be the value of the picture element at (i,j)th position in the
FOV. PQ is the size of the reference scene (see Figure 1). The centroid of the target is
given by

The centroid of the target (x,y) is marked by a crosshair in the target in each frame and the
sensor is erected to point towards the crosshair position of the FOV. This is performed in a
guidance and command subsystem in the seeker. The guidance subsystem records the
spatial position of the target in the FOV.

(b)  Correlation Computation

In Figures 1 and 3, we denote

x(i,j) = reference pixel value at ith row and,jth column
i = 1, P, P number of rows of the feature
j = 1 , Q, Q number of columns of the feature

and
y(i,j) = current pixel value at ith row and jth column

i = 1, M, M number of rows of the search area
j = 1, N, N number of columns of the search area.

The mean of the reference scene is given by

The mean of the current is defined as



The modified reference scene is

^x (i,j) = x(i,j) - mx

i = 1,..,P
j = 1,..,Q

The modified current scene is

^y(i,j) = y(i,j) - my

i = 1,..,P, P < M < I
j = 1,..,Q, Q < N < J

Please note that PQ is the size of the aimpoint gate, IJ is the size of the field of view and
MN is the site of the search area inside the field of view.

The normalized reference scene is defined as

The normalized current scene is defined as

The correlation coefficient is then

m = 1,2, .., I-M-P
 n = 1,2, .., J-N-Q

The maximum of the correlation coefficient is computed and its location in the search area
is determined. A gate of the same size as that of the reference gate but centered about the
new peak correlation point is then extracted from the current scene. The tracker is shown
in Figure 3. The gate size is increased by 2 pixels in the row direction and 2 pixels in the
column direction after every five frames in order to accommodate the enlargement of the
target size in the FOV as time goes on.



4.  PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

(a)  Probability of Acquisition

Let there be N1 pixels in the reference gate, where N1 = PQ. Let us denote their value as

X = [X11 ....  XPQ] (4.1)

Similarly, let the search area picture elements be denoted by

Y = [Y11 ....  YPQ] (4.2)

We can write the current scene as

yij = Ni j
* , when the target is absent

Yij = Xij + Ni
*
j, when the target is present

where we assume that [Ni
*
j] is a zero mean Gaussian random noise with covariance F2.

Noise in the current scene as well as in the previous scene is due to atmospheric,
electronic, and sensor related disturbances. It can be shown that the conditional probability
density of Y when the target is resent is given by

(4.3)

and the conditional probability density of Y when target is absent is given by

T stands for the transpose. We exclude the case when the search gate {yj} contains the
partial signal.

The presence of the reference signal is indicated(10) if

YTX > 1/2 XTX1 (4.4)

assuming that the probability of the aimpoint’s presence or absence is equilikely. The
detection rule is to cross correlate the incoming data with the reference data and to
compare the output with the threshold, half the signal energy. Let there be M1, search
vectors, i.e., Y1 Y2...YM, each of dimension N1. The correlation scheme will determine



which of the {Yj} contains the reference scene when the reference target is present in the
FOV. Let us denote

Zj = Yj
TX,   1 # j # M1 (4.5)

Z = max {ZJ}, 1 # j # M1 (4.6)

Where Zj is the correlation output of X with the search vector {Yj}.

It can be noted that Zj is a Gaussian random with mean and variance F2
1 = F2 and the

probability density of Zj is given by

(4.7)

The probability density of Z is given by

(4.8a)

We note that

(4.8a) becomes

(4.8b)



Therefore the probability of acquisition

(4.9a)

Put

(4.9b)

Substituting (4.9b) in (4.9a),

(4.10a)

It should be noted from equation (4.8) that Z is nota Gaussian random variable. The
probability of acquisition increases with                  Let

This parameter is a random variable, which changes from frame to frame, again due to
atmospheric and ambient noise. Therefore the probability of acquisition is a random
variable. The probability density of T is given(17, p. 250) by

= 0 otherwise (4.10b)

Therefore, using (4.10a) and (4.10b), we get



where

N1 = PQ
M1 = [MN/PQ], integer value

(4.10c)

This expression has to be evaluated numerically, in the absence of a more compact
formulation. Previous derivations of the probability of acquisit (detection)18,19 have
neglected the fact that (1) the signal may always be present in the FOV and (2) the signal
energy is a random variable. The target may be eclipsed by clouds or by mountainous
terrain.

Let us define two spatial statistics of the reference target for each frame;

(4.11)

standard deviation             (4.12)

The parameter T is directly related to the standard deviation of the reference target of each
frame. The statistical behavior of the reference target (signal) such as mean and standard
deviation is plotted in Figures 4 and 5 for various frames with immediate update and
skipping-five-frames update. The normalized correlation coefficient, as a result of this, also
changes. The plots of the correlation coefficients are given in Figures 6 and 7 for each
frame update and for skipping-five-frames update.

(b)  Positional Error

We donate (>k, 0k) as the position of the pilot at the kth frame with respect to the nose of
the aircraft; see Figure 8. Let

>k = "k >o (4.13)
 0k = "k 0o

where "k is a scaling factor and ( >o , 0o) is the initial state vector. Let (X&k , Y&k) be the
position of the nose at time t = k. Then an error occurs if the tracker is not at ( X&k + >k , 
Y&0 - 0k).  Let



to = X&0 + >k , Y&0 - 0k) (4.14)
t = (mk , 0k) (4.15)

and the error vector
e = t - to

and let us assume that e is small, then the error correlation coefficient, when the peak is
not at to, is given by

R(e) = R(o) + eG + eTQe (4.16)
where

(4.17)

(4.18)

From the above equations, it is obtained that R(e) is minumum if

e = -Q-1G (4-19)

This gives the positional error of the tracker when there is an offset from the peak position
of the correlation.

5.  SIMULATION RESULTS

Each frame of the flight data of the A-7E aircraft was read into a computer. Each frame
has 500 rows and 565 columns. Each picture element was quantized into 256 levels. Only
portions of the frame containing the aircraft were used as the data base in order to
accommodate the computer’s core memory limitation. One hundred and twenty frames of
the digitized data of the flight were taken. The centroid algorithm was applied to locate the
position of the aircraft in the FOV in the lst frame through the 59th frame. Centroid
tracking is shown in Figure 9. Correlation tracking was applied beginning at the 60th
frame. The reference gate of the 60th frame is shown in Figure 10. The 111th and 112th
frames were chosen to illustrate the method of the correlation. The gate size is 8 x 20



pixels; its values are shown in Figure 11. In the 112th frame the search area was chosen to
be 18 x 30 pixels. The pixel values of the search area are shown in Figure 12. The output
of the correlation computation is displayed in Figure 13; the maximum value of correlation
is .638. The-new reference gate is shown as the upper gate in Figure 14.

A modified procedure was also employed in which the reference scene was updated in
every fifth frame. The new positions of the gate are given in Figure 15. Comparing Figures
14 and 15, it is observed that the pilot position in the 115th position is a little higher in the
case of updating in every 5th frame although initially the position of the reference is not far
apart in Figures 14 and 15.

The positions of the nose of the aircraft and of the pilot were located manually. The
distance of the pilot from the star (*) position of the aircraft was measured and the
magnification factor in each frame was determined. The position of the pilot is indicated by
a thick line in Figure 16, and the centroid of the reference scene is indicated by a thin
dotted line. The error in the position is noticed from the 84th frame. The calculation of the
positional error was updated by updating every fifth frame. The correlation tracking run by
the scaling factor method and by the correlation is shown in Figure 17. The error in either
case is identical and is not significant.

6.  DISCUSSION

The foregoing data analysis was designed to demonstrate the potential ability of a
combination of centroid and correlation tracking algorithms in tracking the pilot position
(cockpit) of a moving aircraft using a post-flight data base from an A-7E flight. The
demonstration is deemed to be successful. However, in order to demonstrate a capability
for autonomous tracking, the following items should be done:

a) Real-time prediction of the position of the target using a dynamic model of the target
and sensor;

b) Real-time segmentation of the scene, extraction of the target and its feature containing
the aimpoint;

c) Real-time measurement of the magnification factor from the frames, enlargement of
the reference gate, and development of an adaptive gate tracking algorithm.
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FIGURE 1.  TWO IMAGES FOR CORRELATION

FIGURE 2.  SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR IMAGE REGISTRATION



FIGURE 3.  TRACKER

FIGURE 4.  REFERENCE GATE STATISTICS WITH PREVIOUS
FRAME UPDATE



FIGURE 5.  REFERENCE GATE STATISTICS WITH FIFTH FRAME UPDATE



FIGURE 6.  REFERENCE GATE STATISTICS WITH PREVIOUS
FRAME UPDATE

FIGURE 7.  REFERENCE GATE STATISTICS WITH FIFTH FRAME UPDATE
I



FIGURE 8.  TRACKER POSITION WITH SCALING FACTOR

FIGURE 9.  CENTROID OF FIRST AND SECOND FRAMES



FIGURE 10.  GATED REFERENCE SCENE (TT190.060.WC)

FIGURE 11.  UPDATED CURRENT SCENE (TT190.111.WC)

FIGURE 12.  OUTER GATE IN FRAME 112

FIGURE 13.  CORRELATION OF FRAMES 111 AND 112



FIGURE 14.  TRACKING GATE WITH PREVIOUS FRAME REFERENCE



FIGURE 15.  TRACKING GATE WITH FIFTH FRAME REFERENCE



FIGURE 16.  CORRELATION TRACKING RUN WITH
EACH FRAME UPDATE

FIGURE 17.  CORRELATION TRACKING RUN WITH FIFTH
FRAME UPDATE


